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IMPROVED DEVELOPMENT CYCLE 

THROUGH DATA MASKING 



In this month’s Innovation Report, the client’s goal was to generate

more data for testing at an enterprise scale, at an enterprise rate,

and at an enterprise volume – all within their development

environment without exposing personally identifiable information

(PII). They reached out to Technically Creative to find a solution. 

TC’s client is an enterprise-level trade brokerage firm that utilizes

a client access portal where customers can access stock and

trade information, commit buy/sell actions, and perform

statistical reporting. 

TARGET

FEATURED CLIENT
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The client’s main concern surrounded issues

regarding their customer portal for trade

information/actions, history, and managing

accounts. This client portal application needs as

close to real data – real activity, as diverse as

possible – to be able to manage and thoroughly

test the program. Their development team did not

have the type of data, nor access to the real

data, due to security controls within the firm; this

resulted in testing gaps and issue reproduction

within the development environment. As a result,

customer dissatisfaction was a concern as data-

related bugs started to arise in production. 

Before contacting Technically Creative, this client was using

developer-generated junk data in their database that was

severely limited in potential. Developers at the firm did not

account for content anomalies (for example, an apostrophe in a

name or varying character sets). Real-life scenarios were not

anticipated, which resulted in several issues that were data

related, and left the firm in need of better data for testing

purposes. 
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BACKGROUND

C L I E N T  N E E D

C L I E N T  L I M I T A T I O N S Their developers did not have access to

production data (PII security concerns as well as

information security controls) and, as a result,

experienced slower development times and

missed development bugs. By not allowing actual

production data into test due to security risks,

developers were limited in how they could

operate. They had a simple obfuscation process

in place in which they would clone data across to

development, but it resulted in the data not

looking “as expected,” as the current obfuscation

process would only one-way hash PII data.
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Using this manufactured and obfuscated data

caused problems, such as test processes not

identifying various bugs within the application.

This caused bugs to make it into production,

resulting in clients being disrupted or being

unable to log into the trade platform. The firm

also had regulatory concerns regarding PII in test

data; this PII needed to be removed to keep

client data secure, while also still being detailed

and thorough enough to be useful during testing. 

During the standard development lifecycle,

developers work within Dev environments. Once

the application changes moved from Dev to QA

for certification, it became the QA team’s

responsibility to generate and test the

application in accordance with their test

procedures. After release, the application would

have a sporadic error they were unable to

reproduce in the Dev environment. After several

weeks of investigation, and a very unhappy

client, it was determined that the issue was

related to a far Eastern character in a person’s

name. It was determined that the data in use

was not close enough to real life data and that

more robust test data in their Dev environment

was needed. 
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B U S I N E S S
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

B U S I N E S S  D E T A I L S
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With both the data masking process and leveraging TC Oversight Controls
(TCOC), we were able to translate PII into a form that eliminated the
actual PII from the data, but still kept the data in a usable form. As an
example, names like “John Smith” became “Paul Tate”. Account number
“312948729857234” became “837592759379903”. This logic processed
both the client’s application platform as well as the communications
platform (E-Mail), where communications were processed and still be
able to reconnect to the transactions in the trade platform within
production. TCOC was also able to construct an interface to get back to
the original value before being masked in cases of bad data (i.e.,
regulatory violation in a communication), so a business or security person
can reverse “Paul Tate” back to “John Smith” through an administrative
portal. Now, when the client performs a test, they can run the same data
and even the same volumes of data against the Dev system to identify
and resolve bugs faster than ever before without ever exposing PII to non-
privy individuals.

Technically Creative worked with the client to identify core
details on how their production system worked and the data it
leveraged. We worked with each one of the departments that
had both a need for the data and any security concerns for that
data. The initial output was a data classification document,
which leverages the developers’ needs, security concerns, and
test requirements. From there, Technically Creative was able to
build out a data flow process which could take data from
production, mask it, and feed it into the development
environment.  

Obfuscation: Broad term that means hiding the value

completely. 

Data Masking: Swapping the value of data with 

      something else to mimic real-life data. 

THE TECHNICALLY CREATIVE
SOLUTION
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With the help of TCOC, data masking improved the firm’s

development cycle with higher speed and accuracy. By

mimicking production data, we can recreate real processes and

mimic how it would play out in the production system. Data

masking allowed the firm to not only speed up testing with better

data, but also have the option of tracking and catching

regulatory issues. Unlike obfuscation, data masking allows

developers a way to backtrack data to the original source to find

issues within production. 

testing data at an enterprise scale. 

testing with real data – with real transactions – at the

volume and rate it would come in within the system. (If they

receive 100 transactions a minute, TCOC can reproduce 100

transactions a minute to successfully mimic a production

process in their test environment.)

faster, more in-depth testing and development cycles that

result in a better final product and satisfied customers. 

a more in-depth test environment, able to test with more

robust data with their application. 

being able to find application exceptions with any outliers. 

The client experienced:

BENEFITS & RESULTS
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The complete list of products and services used in this

Innovation Report includes TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) to

deliver success through data masking, as well as our various

data connectivity bundles, email tools, transactions, and

storage connectors. 

Standing on the front line of change and growth,  TCOC is a set

of fast and flexible micro services that compliment your

surveillance process and work with your existing business

functions and systems.  As an integrated approach to

surveillance, TCOC aims to reduce risks, costs, duplication of

effort, and provide for greater efficiency. 

Technically Creative, Inc. is simplifying technology solutions for

compliance, bringing to the table a vast and unique collection

of knowledge and skills. We're known for our industry

knowledge, product knowledge, regulatory knowledge, data

knowledge, and systems knowledge. 

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


